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Let (M,g) denote a smooth compact Riemannian manifold. Anosov [I] 
defined the global hypcrbolicity of a C2 diffeomorphism (resp. a nonsingular flow 
f’) on M :f (resp. fr) is h yperbolic or, as we shall say, Anosov, if the tangent 
bundle TM splits as a sum of invariant subbundles TM = E’ ~3 E- (resp. 
TM = B @ E- @ [A’, where [X7 is th I e ine bundle spanned by S = d/dt(ft)) 
such that Tf exponentially contracts E+ in positive time while exponentially 
contracting E- in negative time. 
In this paper we exhibit several criteria which are equivalent to Anosov’s 
hyperbolicity condition. 
Our work continues the studies of a number of authors, which we can describe 
after fixing some terminology. Let C(E) denote the real Banach space of con- 
tinuous sections of TM or, in the flow case, sections of TM/[X] with norm 
),I 17 1) = sup(g,(~, 7) / .Y E M}. Define the adjoint representation f* off (resp. fi 
off’) as the bounded operator on C(E): 
f*q = Tf lo rl0.f 
(resp.f!+q =-: Tfet 0 7 0.f”). 
In order to discuss the spectrum off* , we complexify C(E) to the space of 
complex continuous sections T(E) and extend-f, so as to commute with conjuga- 
tion. Mather [7] proved that f is Anosov if and only if the spectrum off* is 
disjoint from the unit circle or, equivalently, if I -f*: C(E) - C(E) is inver- 
tible. The analog of Mather’s theorem for flows has only been stated for the 
geodesic flow [lo]. However, we show (Proposition 2.2) that it is not hard to 
assemble some known results to obtain: f” is Anosov if and only iff$ is hyperbolic 
on T(E). 
A second group of authors [ 12, I 1, 3, 91 consider trajectoi-ies of the tangent 
map Tf on TM. If the set {Tf W 1 n G Z} is unbounded for all nonzero F E TM, 
f is called quasi-Anosov. The latter group of authors all prove a version of the 
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theorem: if f is quasi-Anosov and f satisfies a “recurrence condition” on M, then 
f is Anosov. Franks and Robinson [5] h ave showed that some recurrence pro- 
perty is necessary by exhibiting a diffeomorphism which is quasi-Anosov but 
not Anosov. 
In most applications, we are dealing with classical systems: f preserves a smooth 
volume with associated measure CL. In this case C(E) is equipped with the usual 
inner product 
With the induced norm complete C(E) to the Lebesgue space L2(E) = L2(E, p). 
We shall also require, as in the continuous case, the complexification P(E) of 
the real space L2(E). In the sequel r will denote either of the spaces r(E) and 
F2(E). 
Observe that f* is bounded on r and the adjoint group f”, is a strongly 
continuous semigroup; in fact, group, on I’, with infinitesimal generator L given 
by 
L?j = d;dt(f",+,,,. 
Of course, L is simply the Lie derivative of 17 in the direction of the flow field X 
and defines an unbounded operator in r’. 
Our main results are as follows: 
A. For a measure-preserving diffeomorphism f, the spectrum off, (resp. f i) 
acting on r(E) is identical to the spectrum for the action on the Hilbert space 
P(E) (Theorem 1.5). 
B. In the case of a measure-preserving flow f f, the spectrum off $ on T2(E) 
is precisely the exponential image of the spectrum of L acting in P(E) (Theorem 
2.4). 
C. For arbitrary smooth flowsf t, the spectrum off !+ on r(E) is the exponential 
image of the spectrum of L acting in I'(E) (Theorem 2.3). 
In the measure-preserving case, result d shows that f is Anosov if and only if 
f* is hyperbolic on r2(E) (equivalently, I -f.+ has a bounded left inverse on 
L2(E)). Assetion B implies that the flow f t is Anosov if and only if L is invertible 
in P(E); i.e., L infinitesimally hyperbolic impliesft is Anosov. For any flow, C 
implies that f t is Anosov if and only if L is invertible in r(E). 
In the last section we discuss the example of the geodesic flow on the unitary 
tangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold of negative curvature. Since the 
geodesic flow is measure-preserving, we work in the space P(E) (or rather 
L2(E)), and obtain the standard result-the flow is Anosov-by proving that Lie 
differentiation along the geodesic spray is invertible (Corollary 3.2). 
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1. THE SPECTRUM OF THE ADJOINT REPRESENTATION 
Let the pair (@, 4) with 4 measure preserving denote either (Tf, f) or, for a 
flow, the time one map (Tf l, f l). As before, Qs,: I’+ r is the operator 
with spectrum u(@* , F). 
In this section we prove that the spectrum is unaltered whether Qp, acts on 
continuous sections r(E) or on the Lebesgue space J’s(E). A key observation 
(Proposition 1.4, below) is that u(@* , F) consists entirely of elements in the 
approximate point spectrum, osp(@* , F). Recall that a complex number h 
lies in a&@* , F) if f or any E > 0, there is an 7 e I’ such that /j r] 11 = 1 and 
1) @,r) - hy 11 < E. Also, we shall call @* hyperbolic if a(@, , F) is disjoint from 
the unit circle. 
PROPOSITION 1 .l. If CD* is hyperbolic on F(E) then CD* is hyperboZic on r2(E). 
Proof. By [7] the bundle E splits as a continuous Whitney sum E = E+ @ E- 
such that for some constants c > 0 and 0 < X < 1, and n = 1,2,... 
Split r2(E) as the direct sum of the closed invariant subspaces F(E*). Then, 
for Ye r2(Ep) 
But ,LL is invariant under c$, hence, 
Similarly for YE F2(E+), we obtain 
/j @",Y /I2 > c-l/\-" // Y jj2 Q.E.D. 
Remark. The same proposition holds if r2(E) is replaced with any Lebesgue 
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space rp(E), 1 <p < co. In fact, one can, if desired, employ rP(E) in the 
remainder of this section. 
Mather [7, p. 4811 has devised an ingenious argument to prove that if the 
nonperiodic points of + are dense in M then the spectrum of @.+ on r(E) is 
rotationally invariant. We make use of his construction in the proof of our next 
result. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Zf the nonpmiodic points of C$ are dense, then 
Proof. Fix 01 E a&@* , r(E)). F or any E > 0 and a positive integer n with 
l/n < G/32 / cy 1, one can find a continuous section 5 E F(‘(E) with the following 
properties: 
(i) sup 11 t(x)!! = 2. 
(ii) ij [(+,)I1 > 3/2 for some nonperiodic point x,, E M. 
(iii) SUP,,~ /j @*f(x) - &-(X)/I < c/(8n)li2. 
Choose a sufficiently small neighborhood U of x0 so that 11 &il > 1 on U and 
for all 1 k I < n, C7<U I? U = 0. 
Now define a new section 7 E P(E) as follows. Let T(X) = T(X) * E(x), for 
x E M, where 7: M + @ is the step function 
7 = [~($J~U)]-~/~( 1 - 1 iz ~/n) on +kU,IF21 <n, 
= 0, otherwise. 
Then 
and for 
~1 @*rl(x) - TW2 < II @*tw - 4(4ll - wkw1’2 
+ I 01 I * I ~W’X) - 4-4l . II 5(x)11 
< (~/(8n)l/~ + 2 I a !/n)(p(#kU))-1/2. 
As 77 is supported on lJ lleisn @U, we have from the inequalities l/n < ~~132 101 1 
and (a + b)2 < 2or2 + 2b2, the estimates 
s 
!I Gp,q(x) - q(x)ji2 d,u < 2n[2(48n)1’2)2 + 2(2 I a l/n)“] 
M 
< l 2/2 + 16 / a i”/n < c2. Q.E.D. 
505/36/~ -3 
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Next, we prove a special case of our main result. 
THEOREM 1.3. CD* is hyperbolic on I’(E) if and only if@* is hyperbolic on r2(E). 
Proof. In view of Proposition 1.1, assume @,: P2(E) --f T2(E) is hyperbolic. 
If the nonperiodic points of 4 are not dense, an argument of Mather [7, p. 4811 
yields a nonzero section 7 E I’(E) such that @*q = 7. Clearly, 7 E T2(E), 
contradicting our assumption. 
Thus, we may suppose that the nonperiodic points are dense. By Proposition 
1.2, I $ a&@* , T(E)). Therefore, @, - 1 is injective with closed range on 
I’(E). But this implies that @ has no bounded orbits (Mane [8, p. 3671). Since# is 
measure preserving, M equals the nonwandering set of 4, and by a result due to 
Selgrade [12], th is implies that @ has a hyperbolic splitting on E, and @* is 
hyperbolic on I’(E). Q.E.D. 
It is now easy to show that the approximate point spectrum of @+ accounts 
for all of the spectrum (for T(E) or T2(E)). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. o(@, , T(E)) = a&tDr: , I’(E)). 
Proof. Assume 01 E a(@, , r(E)), but 01$ a&@*, T(E)). Then 1 6 oap 
(a-‘@*, T(E)). If Y = 01 -l@, then I - !Yy, is injective with closed range. As 
in the proof of Theorem 1.3, Y.+ is hyperbolic. Hence, I - a-l@* is actually 
invertible-a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
We come now to the main result of Section 1, 
THEOREM 1.5. u(@, , T’(E)) = a(@*, T2(E)). 
Proof. If h E u(@*, T(E)), Propositions 1.4 and 1.2 imply that ku(@, , T*(E)). 
If h E a(@, , I-(E)), (A-W), is not hyperbolic on r2(E). This means 
X E a(@* , Vb Q.E.D. 
As important corollaries to Theorem 1.5, we have for a measure-preserving 
diffeomorphism or flow f : 
(1.7) f is Anosov if and only if 1- f* is invertible on rs(E). 
(1.8) The spectrum off* on F2(E) is rotationally invariant and coincides 
with u(f* , T(E)). 
Remarks. The results of this section hold for arbitrary measure-preserving 
vector bundle flows or isomorphisms if one requires that the nonperiodic points 
be dense in M. Moreover, we do not need to assume that the dynamical system 
preserves a smooth volume-it suffices that the invariant measure be absolutely 
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Finally, the results of this (and 
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the next) section are not universal: if @* acts on CL vector fields or Sobolev 
spaces, the spectrum may change radically [I 31. 
2. SPECTRAL ~LIAPPING THEOREMS 
If (@, +“) is a smooth vector bundle flow on a bundle E --f M, define, as before, 
the infinitesimal generator L of the induced group @: , such that for q E r 
Since formally, 
exp(tL) = CD”*, 
one expects the spectrum of @+ to be the exponential image of the spectrum of L. 
For arbitrary C,, semigroups this is false [6, p. 4691. On the other hand, for every 
C, semigroup, one has the spectral inclusion [6, p. 4671 
exp(to(L)) c o(exp(tL)); 
moreover, the point and residual spectra of the infinitesimal generator exponen- 
tiate to give the point and residual spectra of the semigroup. In this section we 
shall prove that the entire spectrum of the adjoint semigroup @!+ is accounted for 
by exponentiation. We treat the cases T(E) and T2(E) separately. 
THEOREM 2.1. If the nonperiodic points of the jaw 4” are dense, then for 
LB;: T(E) ---f T(E) 
esp(to(L)) = IT(@‘*), 
Boof In view of the known results and the fact that L - h generates the 
semigroup e-%@+ , it suffices to prove that 1 E o~,,(@.+) implies 0 E a&L). 
Choose E > 0 and set c = sup{li dsi I/ / 0 < t < I>. Find r E T(E) such that 
/i 7 1~ = 2 and // @*v - 17 II < E/~c- 
If n > (SC + E)/c, for some integer n, there is a nonperiodic point .x0 and a 
cross-section ,Z to & with .q, E 2, ‘/ 7(x0)11 3 I, and Z x [-n, n] a flow box for 
4’. Define a smooth bump function 01: 2 - [0, I] such that oc(.q,) -= 1 and a 
vanishes outside some open set in Z containing x,, . We shall need some additional 
smooth functions. First, let f: [0, l] -+ [0, l] be such that f [0, $1 = 0, 
f [-i, I] = 1, and f ‘(t) < 2 for 0 < t < 1. Next find a map g: [-n, n] + [O,l] 
with the properties g(-n) = 0 = g(n), g(0) = 1 and g’(t) < 2/n for / t j < n. 
Finally, define /3: M+ [0, I] by ,f3(4*u) = a(u) g(t) for 0 E Z and 1 t j S. n, and 
/3 c 0, otherwise. 
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With these auxiliary functions we can construct a smooth vector field t with 
I/ 5 11 3 1 and/j L[ /j < t. First, define 5, onthesetT, ={+%IcJEZ,O<~<~~) 
such that 
f,(qw = @(77(4 +f(w*du) - ?(4)), 
A calculation now shows 
and, hence, 
LflW4 = @“(f’(W*~(4 - 7(4)) 
llJ%x411 < 42, for x E: r, . 
Observe that fI agrees with 7 on C and on 4’(Z), and that LfI(+) = 0 except 
for 4 < t < +. Thus, it is possible to carry out the preceding construction in each 
tubular section 2 x [k, R + I], --n < k < n. This yields a smooth vector field 
5, on the flow box Z x C-n, n], with the property that jJ Lf, I/ < e/2. To obtain 
the desired global vector field, define for u 6 L’ and j t j < n, 
and put 5 = 0, otherwise. 
As defined, 6 is smooth, 11 f(z,)\l > 1, and 
LfW) = P(e4LflwJ) + 4w(g)t4 fkw. 
Therefore, 
II Lf II ,< 42 + 2 II fl II/n 
< E. QED. 
For completeness, we prove the following folk theorem: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. ThejZow f 6 is Anosov zjCand onl’y ;ff k is hyperbolic on f’(E). 
Proof. As in [7], the hyperbolicity offi on r(E) implies the existence of a 
hyperbolic splitting of the quotient bundle TM/[X’J. The required Anosov 
splitting of the tangent bundle TM now follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 
in [3]. Q.E.D. 
Now, let us focus on the case of a smooth flowft whose adjoint group f: and 
associated infinitesimal generator Lx act on the continuous sections of E = 
TM/[-0 
THEOREM 2.3. The Jzow f t is Anosov if and only ij’ Lx is invertible in r(E). 
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Proof. If j” is Anosov then j!+ is hyperbolic by Proposition 2.2. From the 
inclusion exp a(L,) C o( jk), we conclude that L, is invertible. 
For the converse, assume L, is invertible. The desired result will follow from 
(2.1) provided the nonperiodic points are dense. If the latter is false, find a 
periodic point p contained in a neighborhood of periodic points. In fact, there 
must be a tubular neighborhood U of the orbit through p consisting wholly of 
periodic points. 
Let 8: U---f (0, co) be the function which assigns to each point its prime 
period. We shall need the following: 
LEMMA. For someperiodic orbit y C U, there exists an open tubular neighborhood 
P7 of y such that V C U and 9’ 1 V is smooth. 
P~ooj. It is known that 9 is lower semicontinuous on li and the points of 
continuity of B are open and dense (see 14, p. 701). Suppose B is continuous at 
x0 E U. Then there is a tubular neighborhood V about the orbit through x0 
such that B j I/ is continuous. For any x in the orbit of x,, , we may choose a 
cross section S, equal to the image under the flow of some fixed cross section 
SzO at x,, . Evidently, on each S, , the function j giving the time of first return is 
smooth, coincides with b, and can be invariantly extended along the (smooth) 
flow direction. Consequently, 9 is smooth on the tubular neighborhood 
{4’ylYG”o’tw. 
Let y be as in the lemma with x,, E y and if g(x) = .Y(x)/~(x,J, define the 
reparameterization 2 = g X on V. Note that all the orbits of Z have prime 
period 9(x,). Let 2 denote a smooth cross section to the flow 4” along Z at x,, . 
Define a smooth vector field 7s on ,Y with ij 7&x0)jl = 1 and v,, vanishing off of 
an open set WC 2, with x,, c W and closure (W) C I’. Extend 70 to a smooth 
vector field 77 on the set 
W’ = {Ipx 1 0 < t < I, xc WI 
by defining ~(I@) = T$~~q(x). Clearly, #!+T = 77 in the set IV’. 
Now, from the identity 
it follows that 
Therefore, regarding L, as an operator on sections of E = TM/[X], Lx? = 0, 
contrary to the assumption that L, is invertible. Q.E.D. 
Before establishing the appropriate Lebesgue space analog of Theorem 2.3, 
we fix our terminology. Let j” denote a smooth flow on M which leaves the 
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measure CL invariant. We consider the adjoint group fi and its infinitesimal 
generator L as operators in r2(E). 
THEOREM 2.4. If the nonperiodic points off t are dense, then for f !+: P(E) + 
r2(E) 
exp(ta(L)) = 0(f’*). 
Proof * As in Theorem 2.1, the proof reduces to showing that I E o&f;) 
implies 0 E uap(L). If 1 E o&f; , P(E)), then from Proposition 1.4, and 
Theorems 1.5, 2.3 we know that 0 E uap(L, T’(E)). 
Thus, for any E > 0 and positive integer n we may choose a smooth section 
< E I’(E) such that 
(i) sup{I/ [(x)11: x E M} = 2, 
(ii) sup{/! LQx)jj: x E Mj < ~(8n)-~/~, 
(iii) for some nonperiodic point x0 E M/l e(xa)li > 8. 
Now choose a cross section Z to ,ft at x0 sufficiently small that for some 7, 
O<T<l, 
(iv) / [(f?z)lI 2 1 for 0 < t < 7 and x E z1, 
(v) there is a tubular neighborhood of a segment of the orbit through ~a , 
having the form ,Z x [ -nT, n7]. 
Choose an open subset L” _C .Z such that x0 E Z’; and if V == .L’ x [0, T], 
V’ == Y x [0, 71, the volume ratio p( V)/p( V’) < 8. (Where appropriate, 
regard V, V’ as subsets of-v.) 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, define the following smooth auxiliary func- 
tions: (a) r: ,Z- [O, I J with support in a proper open subset of Z such that 
a~=1 on 27; (b) y: [-m, ZT] - [0, I] such that y 11 1 on [-T, 71 and 
1 dy,/dt ! < 3/n. Now define a section 7 E T2(E) as follows: 
#‘.x) = (A v’))-1’24s) y(t) E(e); 
= 0, 
Then, note that 
x E 2, ; t [ < n-r, 
otherwise. 
And for J) E V’, 
~i-WY)l12 = h4v’))F1 .I1 4x1 y(t)Lt(Y) + 4x) g KY) I!‘- 
From our choices of 01, y, [; we obtain 
/I L7(y)l12 < (2np( V’))-l{c2/2 $- 144/n}. 
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If, in addition, n is chosen large enough that 216/n < c2/4, we arrive at the 
estimate, for V, = Z X [k~, (k + 1)7], 
-5 E2. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARIES 2.5. 
(a) For arbitrary vector bundlejows (W, @), with 4” measure preserving and the 
nonperiodic points of+ dense, injinitesimal hypevbolicity (of L on P(E)) implies @* 
is hyperbolic on P(E). 
(b) For tangent flows (Tf t, f ‘) with generator X, f t is Anosov if and only ifL, 
has a (bounded) left inverse in r2(E), 
3. INFINITESIMAL HYPERBOLICITY FOR THE GEODESIC FLOW 
We now consider, as a fundamental example and application, the geodesic 
flow Gt on the unit tangent bundle M = TIN of a compact Riemannian manifold 
(N, 6). When the sectional curvatures of g are all negative, the geodesic flow is 
the classic example of an Anosov flow. 
From our perspective, since G, is volume preserving, a natural setting for 
questions of hyperbolicity is the space Y2(E) - P(TM/X), where S denotes 
the geodesic vector field. Of course, using (1.3) and (2.4) we can show that Gt 
is Anosov by proving that L is infinitesimally hyperbolic; i.e., has spectrum 
disjoint from the imaginary axis. The appeal of this approach is evident once one 
recognizes that the Lie derivative L, must carry the differential geometric 
structure associated with the metric g. 
The Levi-Civita connection induced by g prescribes a decomposition of TM 
into horizontal and vertical components. Thus, a real vector field A on M splits 
as A == (a, 6) with a and b vector fields on N. Given A = (a, 6) and B = (c, d), 
two natural metric tensors may be defined on M: the Sasaki metric 
S(A, B) = g(a, c) + g(b, d) 
and the \-ilms metric 
W, B) = g(a, 4 + g(b, 4. 
Results in Section 2 imply that we can replace r2(E) by the real Lesbesgue space 
L2(E), which admits the inner product 
<A Bl = j S(A, B) dP, 
M 
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and the indefinite inner product 
(A, B) = J V(A, B) dp. 
M 
Suppose V is the covariant derivative given by the Levi-Civita connection 
generated by I’. Then, if X is the geodesic vector field one can verify [2] that 
(1) X&4, B) = S(V,A, B) + S(A, V,B). 
(2) At a point (x, M) in M, the operator given by 52 = Lx - V, may be 
represented in horizontal and vertical components by 
where Z = identity and R is the curvature operator Rc,,,,(a) = R&a, u)u. 
(3) V(QA, B) = V(A, QB). 
(4) If the sectional curvatures are bounded below zero, there is a constant 
c > 0 such that 
(GA, A) < -c2 /I A 11~. 
The hyperbolicity of Gt is then a consequence of the following Hilbert space 
result : 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose (x, y) is a continuous nondegenerate symmetric form 
on the Hilbert space H, and suppose D is a densely dejined operator in H zvhich is 
antisymmetric with respect to (x, y). If, in addition, the bounded operator B is 
symmetric and negative de$nite, i.e., (Bx, y) = (x, By) and (Bx, x) < -c2 I/ x jj2 
-for some constant c > 0 and all x E H, then D + B is invertible in H. 
Proof. First, we show that L = D + B is injective with closed range. If 
there is a sequence x, in the domain of D with I/ x, 11 = 1 and lim,,, Lx, = 0, 
then lim,&Lx,, , x,) = 0. But (Dx, , x,) = 0, for each n, implies that 
lim,,,(Bx, , x,) = O-a contradiction. 
To complete the proof notice that if an element z is orthogonal to the range of 
L. then we have for all x in the domain of D 
(Lx, Z) = (x, L’x) = 0. 
Therefore, L’z = D’z + B’z = -Dx + Bz = 0, where prime denotes the 
adjoint in the (indefinite) inner product ( , ) But this implies (Bz, 2) = 0 and, 
hence, x = 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If the geodesic jlow Gt has all negative sectionat curvatures, 
then L, is injkitesimally hyperbolic and, hence, Gt is Anosov. 
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Proof. The result follows from Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 3.1 with D = G 
and B = R. Q.E.D. 
Remark on ergodicity. When N is a manifold of constant negative sectional 
curvature, one can easily show that Gt is ergodic using the decomposition of 
L, given above (see [2]). 
Questions. Hopf observed that the geodesic flow would be hyperbolic even 
in the presence of small patches of small positive curvature (e.g., see [I]). Can 
one specify precisely how much positive curvature is allowable? Thus, what is 
the proof that L, is invertible when some positive curvature occurs? In this 
regard, we feel that decomposing L, will continue to be cimportant. Also, if the 
hypothesis on the amount of positive curvature takes the form of an average, it 
seems appropriate to use the Hilbert space L2(E). 
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